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waiting three-quarters of an hour to take me out to dinner,
but T could not induce myself to break up this tete-a-tete so
long as it remained interesting.
" You are a young woman,1' he said after a pause, " why
do you interest yourself in problems and in politics ? Why
don't you live your full life and leave the problems to take care
of themselves. In the background of your mind, you are
always asking about the pourquoi, dans la me, and there is no
powqwoi."
" I question in order to understand, and I must understand
in order to believe," I said
He looked at me for the first time indulgently :
" And what have you learned from me ? Have I not shaken
your ideas? (JSst-ce que je ne vows ai pas bouleversS les
idees ?) "
" Yes," I answered, as if I were a scholar under examination,
" you have taught me that there is no such thing as right and
wrong. What succeeds is force (he nodded approval) and
courage (he nodded again) and individuality."
He patted my arm as though I had learned my lesson well.
Then I got up :
" Someone is waiting for me," I said. Mussolini too was due
at the first night of Sarah Bernhardt (he who hated old age 1)
He said ironically:
" Of course you are hungry—go and eat. Above all never
let your enthusiasms rob you of your appetite."
At the door he kissed my hand like Trotzki without a smile
and reminded me grimly: " Above all, keep your heart a
desert!"
When I got back to Lausanne on December 4th, the con-
ference that had been so somnolent had suddenly begun to stir.
The Russians had arrived! Chicherin, Rakovski and Worof ski''
(who was murdered there a few months later) were there and
all their Communist suite. The Russians were the only people
who were not overwhelmed with conference seriousness* They
seemed imbued with the spirit of Puck, they upset everybody,
they, so to speak, laughed behind tlxe doors. All the other
members of the conference were awed and overruled by Lord

